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Abstract

Using a declarative rights expression language (REL) for specifying rights and conditions in the form of licenses, as opposed to other approaches (such as data structures and imperative languages), has been adopted as a superior technology for implementing effective, interoperable and scalable digital rights management (DRM) systems. This article shares author’s experiences in designing RELs, especially DPRL, XrML 1.x, XrML 2.0 and MPEG REL. It starts with a development overview of a family tree of the past and current REL’s, followed by an analysis of their data models. It then presents a number of primary design principles such as syntactic and semantic un-ambiguity, system interoperability, expressiveness in supporting business models, and future extensibility. It finally discusses a number of key design issues such as maintaining stateful information, multi-tier issuance of rights, meta-rights, identification of aggregate objects, late-binding of to-be-identified entities, as well as revocation and delegation of rights.

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital rights management (DRM) refers to the collection of hardware, software, services, and technologies for persistently governing authorized distribution and use of content and services according to their associated rights and managing consequences of that distribution and use throughout their entire life cycle or workflow. For DRM, content can be in the form of audio, video, text, image, software or others, and a service can be any local or remote, centralized or distributed resource that provides a set of functionality to its clients. Central to DRM is a unified approach to specifying, interpreting, enforcing and managing digital rights throughout the entire life cycle of digital assets. Security techniques such as identification, authentication, encryption, digital signature, and watermarking are employed to serve the purpose of honoring and enforcing rights in DRM systems [11],[12]. For instance, if one has no rights to use a piece of content, then he/she should not be provided with a key to decrypt encrypted content.

One of the key DRM technologies is a rights expression language (REL). In order to develop effective and efficient DRM systems, the capability of specifying and communicating rights information among participants is certainly required at each step of the lifecycle or in the workflow. For example, backward along the supply-distribution-consumption value chain, content users need to know what rights are associated with content and granted to them, content distributors and retailers need not only to communicate the rights that are available for consuming the content but also to understand the rights that pertain for distributing the content, and content providers in the upstream of the value chain need to ensure that both usage and distribution rights are granted precisely as intended for each participant in the end-to-end value chain. Clearly, these rights can be simple or very complex. For example, a user may obtain the rights for unlimited play for a music file, and a corporate document may have the usage right restricted to certain management levels and business divisions. Rights expressions get more complex when one tries to model the use and distribution of content in the physical world. For example, specifying the rights that govern the lending of a digital book or the giving-away of an article in an electronic magazine could be fairly complex.

Thus, a common REL shared among the participants in the workflow and lifecycle is essential. Not only from an obvious interoperability point of view, but more so to comprehend that rights will be manipulated and changed during the workflow and lifecycle as content moves from the creator, aggregator, distributor, retailer, and finally to consumer, and to comprehend system issues such as security and trust needed to preserve the authenticity, integrity, confidentiality and trustworthiness of rights expressions.

In the last few years, there have been a large amount of efforts devoted to developing open REL standards. The most notable ones are the REL from the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) [10],[15],[27], which is application neutral and of general purposes, and the REL from the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [19], which is domain specific to the mobile applications. These two standard RELs are all declarative languages defined using the W3C XML Schema [24] and DTD [22], respectively. Their existence has demonstrated that using a declarative language for specifying rights and conditions a DRM technology superior to some other approaches (such as using data structures and imperative languages) for implementing effective, interoperable and scalable DRM systems.
This article discusses some principles and issues for designing an REL, based on the experiences of developing a family of REL’s (DPRL, XrML 1.x, XrML 2.0 and MPEG REL). It starts with an overview of a family of the past and current REL’s, and their development history. It then presents an analysis of their data models to illustrate how organize rights information at an abstract level. After that, the article provides a number of primary design principles such as syntactic and semantic un-ambiguity, system interoperability, expressiveness in supporting business models and future extensibility, and discusses a number of key design issues such as maintaining stateful information, multi-tier issuance of rights, meta rights, identification of individual and aggregate objects, late-binding of to-be-identified entities, as well as some advanced ones on revocation and delegation of rights.

2. FAMILY OF REL’S

The development of rights expression languages has already had an over-ten-year history. The following figure shows a development time-line for a number of past and current REL’s (see also [7]).

![Fig. 1. Development history of REL’s.](image)

The first development of a rights expression language was started by Mark Stefik [21] in 1994 at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center. Its result was a computer-interpretable language, named Digital Property Rights Language (DPRL), for describing rights, conditions, and fees for using digital works. The first version of DPRL, v1.0, originally written in the programming language LISP, was released in March 1996, and the second version, v2.0, defined using the XML DTD [22] in November 1998 [28], which enabled specification of additional rights, fees, terms and conditions in a uniform, flexible and extensible manner. From the very beginning, DPRL was intended to support commerce in digital works, that is, publishing and selling electronic books, digital movies, digital music, interactive games, computer software and other creations distributed in digital form. DPRL was also intended to support specification of access and use controls for secure digital documents in cases where financial exchange is not part of the terms of use. As the pioneer REL, DPRL laid out the fundamental concepts and approach to all other later-developed RELs. Moreover, it demonstrated the advantages of the declarative language approach over other approaches for specifying rights information, including ones using low-level system specific data structures (e.g., bits) and imperative languages (e.g., executables), in terms of precise semantics, implementation independence, flexibility, and extensibility. DPRL was also intended to become a standard to enable interoperability, as “the use of a standard language for usage rights on digital property ensures that trusted systems can exchange digital works and interoperate” [28].

In 1999, as ContentGuard, Inc. was sponged off from Xerox to continue the development of an open standard REL, DPRL was renamed to the eXtensible rights Markup Language (XrML), to reflect the adoption of the W3C XML standard [22] as a syntactic foundation for an extensible mark-up language to specify rights information. The XrML’s use of XML as the meta-language for defining an REL sets the direction for essentially all later RELs. The first version of XrML, v1.0, was introduced in April 2000, when ContentGuard became an independent, spin-off company from Xerox. Soon after that, a next public version, XrML v1.03, was released and submitted to the Electronic Book Exchange (EBX) working group (which was later merged into the Open eBook Forum (OeBF) [[18]] which now is renamed as the International Digital Publishing Forum [[36]]). It was after the open discussions at the EBX about using a language to specify rights information, other RELs started to surface; they include a draft version of the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [[17]], v0.5, released in August 2000, and an initial draft of RealNetworks’ Extensible Media Commerce Language (XMCL) [20], released in June 2001. In November 2001, the XrML 1.x series reached their last version 1.2.1, which is the REL currently used in the Microsoft Rights Management Services (RMS) related products [13].

The development of XrML had adopted the design philosophy of DPRL to enable trusted systems to interoperate for end-to-end DRM systems, and strived to serve as the basis in defining an industry standard rights language. This effort led to the release of XrML v2.0 in November 2001 [4],[28], which was redefined using the W3C XML namespaces and schemas [23],[24], with support for more business models and enhanced security, flexibility and extensibility. Its release was in time for responding to the MPEG’s Call for Proposals for developing the MPEG REL [14]. After a careful evaluation process at the MPEG...
meeting in December 2001, XrML 2.0 was selected as the core architecture and base technology over the other submissions including ODRL v1.0 [17], for its precise semantics, flexibility to support more business models and sound extensibility architecture.

After more than two years of work by representatives from technology companies, consumer electronics companies, content owners, and creators that have taken part in an open development process, MPEG published its REL as an International Standard [10] in March 2004, as part of the MPEG-21 standard specification suite [1],[2]. The MPEG REL is a single rights expression language that can be used across all media types, platforms, formats, resources, products and services to facilitate interoperability among DRM systems. It has an application and domain agnostic structure. It is comprehensive to express wide variety of business models, applicable to all phases of the life cycle of digital works, extensible to allow adaptability and minimize future cost of change, and flexible to be profiled for ease of implementation in specific DRM application domains.

The MPEG REL has started to receive a lot of attention. It had been selected over ODRL 1.1 [17] (dated in August 2002) by the OeBF’s Rights and Rules Working Group [18] to define an OeBF REL standard. It is also under consideration for adoption by a number of other standards bodies due to its nature of being domain agnostic. For instance, the OASIS Web Services Security Technical Committee [16] has approved the use of the MPEG REL with respect to the WSS specification for building secure Web services to implement message level integrity and confidentiality. In addition, there is an on-going liaison between the Learning Technologies Sub-committee of the IEEE [9] and MPEG, specifically on adopting the MPEG REL for the delivery of distance teaching and learning. Most recently, the Digital Media Project [6] has also decided to use profiles of the MPEG REL in its Interoperable DRM Platform (IDP) specifications.

While MPEG was developing its REL, the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [19] was also working on its domain-specific REL. OMA released its first version, v1.0, in June 2004, which was based on a profile of the ODRL version 1.1 [17], and designed specifically for mobile DRM applications.

3. DATA MODELS OF REL’S

In developing an REL, it is very critical to utilize a number of abstractions for organizing rights related information. A data model of an REL is an abstraction in identifying essential pieces of rights information and their mutual relationship as expressed in the REL. This section presents a list of essential elements that are common in the existing RELs, and shows data models of the DPRL/XrML 1.x and XrML 2.0/MPEG REL.

3.1 Data Model Elements

Consider an example, where a song, “When the Thistle Blooms”, is distributed by a label, “PDQ Records”, to the owner of an MP3 player, named “Alice”, with the right allowing her to play the song for 3 weeks. The rights information that an REL needs to express is that “Alice is granted by PDQ Records with the right to play ‘When the Thistle Blooms’ for 3 weeks”.

Essentially, there are five data model elements in this rights information, as shown in Fig. 2. In the XrML 2.0/MPEG REL terminology, they are, as shown in Fig. 2, “principal”, “right”, “resource”, “condition”, and “issuer”. An REL should at least be able to express a right granted by an issuer to a principal for a resource and any condition under which the right can be exercised. In the example above, “PDQ Records” is an issuer, “Alice” is a principal, “When the Thistle Blooms” is a resource, “play” is a right, and “for 3 weeks” is a condition.

A principal is a “subject” or “party” to whom a right is granted. A principal denotes the party or subject that it identifies by information unique to that party. Usefully, this is information that has some associated authentication mechanism by which the principal can prove its identity. For example, the MPEG REL supports the concept of a key holder, meaning someone identified as possessing a secret key, such as the private key of a public/private key pair. The principal element should be extensible, so that different mechanisms for identifying principals can be defined.

A right is the "verb" that a principal can be granted to exercise against some resource under some condition. Typically, a right specifies an act (or activity) or a class of acts that a principal may perform on or using the associated resource. For instance, the MPEG REL provides a set of commonly used, specific rights, such
as play, print and adapt, as well as rights relating to other rights, such as obtain, issue, and revoke. This right element should be extensible, so that different rights for different applications can be defined.

A resource is the "object" to which a principal can be granted a right. A resource can be a digital work (such as an eBook, an audio or video file, or an image), a service (such as an email service, or B2B transaction service), or even a piece of information that can be owned by a principal (such as a name, an email address, a role, or any other property or attribute). A resource can also be a rights expression itself. For example, the MPEG REL provides mechanisms to encapsulate the information necessary to identify a particular resource or a collection of resources with some common characteristics. This resource element should be extensible, so that different mechanisms for identifying resources can be defined.

A condition specifies the terms, conditions, and obligations under which rights can be exercised. For example, a simple condition is a time interval within which a right can be exercised. A slightly more complicated condition may require the existence of a valid, prerequisite right that has been issued by some trusted entity. Using this mechanism, the eligibility to exercise one right can become dependent on the eligibility to exercise other rights. Moreover, a condition can be the conjunction of several other conditions. For instance, the MPEG REL defines conditions appropriate to using digital works (for instance, fee, destination, and territory). This condition element should be extensible, so that different conditions for different applications can be defined.

An issuer identifies a principal who issues rights. The issuer can also supply a digital signature signed by the principal to signify that the principal does indeed bestow the rights issued, and to facilitate reliable establishment of trustworthiness of the rights information by others.

### 3.2. Data Model of DPRL and XrML 1.x

In DPRL and XrML 1.x, the data model elements and their inter-relationships are shown in Fig. 3.
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In this model, a rights expression is a DPRL/XrML 1.x document that consists of a body and a signature that ensures the information integrity of the body. The body specifies an issuer, a principal (called issuedPrincipal) and a resource (called work), and makes a statement that the issuer grants some rights (to be specified within the resource) to the principal over the resource. The resource contains a list of rights granted over the resource, and each right in the list may have a list of conditions attached to it, under which the right can be exercised.

According to this model, to interpret if a principal can exercise a right over a resource against a rights expression, the interpreter needs to perform the following tasks:

- to validate the signature in the expression to ensure the information in the body is authentic,
- to verify if the issuer is trusted
- to check if the principal matches with the one specified in the body
- to check if the resource matches with the one specified in the body
- if the resource matches, check if the right is in the list of rights associated with the resource, and
- if the right is in the list, check if there are any conditions attached to the right, and if there are, check if each of the conditions is satisfied.

When all the tasks are performed successfully, then the request to exercise the right is authorized, and otherwise denied.

Notably, DPRL and XrML v1.x contain elements for specifying generic rights so that new rights can be defined, and a number of pre-defined rights, such render (play, print, view, export), transport (copy, transfer, loan), derivative work (edit, extract, embed), file management (backup, restore, verify, folder, directory, delete) and configuration (install, uninstall). They also have elements for terms and conditions, such as those related to time (from, until, interval, metered), access control (principal, security level), fee (flat, per-use, metered, ticket), territory (location, domain) and obligation (tracking, watermarking).

### 3.3. Data Model of XrML 2.0 and MPEG REL

XrML 2.0 and MPEG REL adopt a data model shown in Fig. 4 that is different from their predecessors. In this data model, a rights expression is a license that contains one or more grants and an issuer that issues the rights specified within the grants, and each of the grants contains a principal (optional), a right, a resource (optional), and a condition (optional). The issuer can also contain a digital signature of the license signed by the principal to signify that the principal does indeed
bestow the grants contained in the license, and to facilitate reliable establishment of trustworthy of the license by others. Semantically, a license is a collection of grants issued by an issuer, and each grant makes a statement that the principal (or anyone if the element is omitted) has the right over the resource under the condition (or under no condition if this element is omitted).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.** Data model of XrML 2.0 and MPEG REL.

According to this model, to interpret if a principal can exercise a right over a resource against a license, the interpreter needs to perform the following tasks:

- to verify if the issuer is trusted, and to validate the signature, if any, associated with the issuer to ensure that the related information in the license is authentic,

- for each grant in the license,
  - if there is a principal in the grant, check if it matches with the requesting principal
  - check if the right in the grant is the requested right
  - check if the resource in the grant matches with the requested resource (and if the resource is omitted, then the requested resource should also be omitted)
  - if there is a condition in the grant, check if the condition is satisfied.

When the issuer verification is successful, and there is a grant for which all the checks are successful, then the request to exercise the right is authorized, and otherwise denied.

### 4. PRINCIPLES

As an REL is a vital component in DRM to specify rights and conditions for authorized distribution and use of content, resources and services, there are a number of design principles that one should follow in the aspects of its semantics, expressiveness, extensibility, flexibility, and support for interoperability.

#### 4.1. Unambiguous Semantics

An REL should have well-defined syntax and semantics that can be used to specify rights unambiguously. In particular, it should have an independent semantics that is separated from its implementation in system-specific mechanism. This is fundamentally important because the language is a vehicle to communicate the meanings of expressions written in the language to all the participants in DRM systems.

An example that often causes semantics ambiguity is a resource that represents a content collection, such as a music play list or a music subscription list. When granting a right to play that resource, what is the meaning of the right? Intuitively, in the play list case, it makes sense to play the entire list as a whole, i.e., to play all the songs, one by one continuously, in the list, whereas, in this subscription list, it is meaningful to play any song in the list, but on the individual base, not all the songs in the entire list altogether. Thus, if the specification of the right to play a resource of a collection type uses a same mechanism in these two cases (say, to play a resource identified by a play list identifier playlist-id:01234 or a subscription list identifier subscriptionlist-id:56789), then the semantics of the language is dependent on the meaning of each identifier and hence potentially ambiguous. To resolve the issue in this case, it is better to assign the semantics of playing a resource as playing the entire resource (like the play list), and to specify the right for a subscription list as the right to play every resource in the subscription list, instead of playing the subscription list resource. The variable mechanism provided in the MPEG REL supports the latter case; see [5] for more examples.

In order to avoid ambiguity and to ensure being well-defined for every rights expression that can possibly be specified in the language, it is ideal that an REL has a formal semantics, like any other mature computer language does. This way, the meaning of each rights expression in the language can be precisely and uniquely determined, to reflect the intent of the issuer of the expression and to convey precisely one and only one interpretation what have been granted in the expression. To this end, the MPEG REL provides an authorization model to determine if an authorization request can be granted according to a set of rights expressions in the language.

#### 4.2. Expressiveness in Supporting Business Models

As an important DRM technology to enable electronic commerce and enterprise management, an REL must be rich enough in its expressiveness to support a wide variety of existing and new usage models in the end-to-end distribution value chain for all types of digital content, resources and services in closed and centralized as well as open and distributed environments.
This means that an REL should be comprehensive in expressing simple and complex rights expressions in any stage in a workflow, lifecycle or business model. The comprehensiveness includes capabilities to:

- express multi-tiered content distribution scenarios. For example, transfer, transform and delegation of rights down the distribution chain where the transactions may be from publishers to distributors, distributors to consumers, or consumers to consumers;
- associate different rights and conditions to parts of a composite multimedia digital content;
- associate rights and conditions and to satisfy the requirements for the entire life cycle of digital content from creation and aggregation through distribution to consumption and usage tracking;
- integrate multiple rights and conditions as a group that can be processed as a single consolidated entity for a business purpose; and
- deal with rights that manage other rights (i.e., meta-rights) such as issuing, obtaining, delegation, revocation, and expiration of rights.

4.3. System Interoperability

A complete, functional DRM system requires interoperability among all involved components possibly from different vendors. An REL shall support those elements that are required for components to interoperate within the context of an end-to-end DRM system. Those elements include identification and authentication of entities, integrity, confidentiality and trustworthiness of resources and even rights expressions themselves, and accounting and tracking of usage and distribution of resources and exercising of rights.

A good example to highlight this system interoperability principle is specification and tracking of state information related to exercising rights. For instance, if one is allowed to play a video clip five times, then merely specifying this play right constrained with the five-time condition is not enough to enable interoperability among different DRM systems that interpret and enforce the right. This is because, if the user plays the video three times using one DRM system, and wants to play it again but using another DRM system, the specification does not contain enough information to help the two systems to share the state information that the user has played three times, and the two systems wouldn’t be able to interoperate in a consistent way that honors the right in a way that does not require system-dependent coding of the state information. The MPEG REL provides elements for specifying services so that state information can be tracked and retrieved from a service specified in a rights expression.

4.4. Extensibility

An REL has be to open-ended to allow future and domain-specific extensions, especially in terms of its data model elements, principal, right, resource and condition. Therefore, it should have simplicity of extension development, employ standard methods for extensions, and demonstrate actual extensions to the language itself.

In this regard, the MPEG REL is designed to be extensible and is itself specified in extensions. Its syntax is described and defined using the W3C XML Namespace and Schema technologies [23],[24]. The extensive use of XML Schema enables the REL to offer a significant amount of extensibility and customizability without requiring actual changes to its core. Indeed, the MPEG REL itself makes use of this extensibility internally; its standard and multimedia extensions are defined using the extension mechanisms employed by the language.

4.5. Flexibility

An REL has to be flexible in using its functional features to meet different requirements from different applications ranging from the entertainment industry to enterprises and individuals. For an XML-based REL like the MPEG REL, this requires that mandatory and optional elements and their types, and mandatory and optional attributes and their values are clearly-defined, and that all possible expressions resulting from those elements and attributes are all well-defined in terms of their syntax and semantics.

5. ISSUES

Following the design principles above, there are many design issues and considerations in developing a precise, functional and comprehensive REL that enable interoperability in DRM systems. This section only highlights a few of them, due to the space limitation of this article.

5.1. Entity Identification and Authentication

This issue is about specification of information needed to assist identification and authentication of individual as well as aggregate entities such as principals and resources in an REL. For instance, the MPEG REL provides the keyHolder element for an individual principal that possesses a cryptographic key, and the allPrincipals element for an aggregate principal that is
identified by conjunction of possibly more than one other principals.

5.2. State-Information Specification and Tracking

The system interoperability principle was illustrated above with tracking of stateful information. Specifying what state information needed to be tracked and how it is tracked is a challenge. The MPEG REL provides a service reference mechanism for this purpose which uses web services standards like UUDI and WSDL.

5.3. Multi-Tier Rights Issuance

To enable multi-tier applications, not only end-user rights but also distributor rights need to be specified. For instance, it should be possible to specify distributor’s rights to issue end-user’s rights. Rights of this nature, that is, rights about other rights, are called mata-rights. The MPEG REL provides meta-rights like issue, obtain and revoke.

5.4. Late Binding

In many multi-tier distribution cases, it is quite often that some entities (such as a principal or resource) wouldn’t get resolved until a late stage in the distribution chain. For instance, when a content owner issues rights to a distributor allowing it to distribute some content to end-users in a certain group, the content owner is unable to resolve to which actual end-user the distributor is to issue an end-user rights expression. It is at the time the distributor wants to (exercise its right to) issue rights to an actual end-user that the distributor can resolve the identity of that user. Hence, in the rights expression that the content owner issues to the distributor, there should be elements that enable this type of late-binding of entities. The MPEG REL supports declaration and reference of variables that allow variable values to be filled in at late stages in the distribution value chain.

5.4. Integrity and Trust of Rights

In order to support trust management at the rights expression level, an REL should provide mechanisms that enable attestation of the integrity of rights expressions, so that one can determine if the expression is trusted or not. This is very important when there is a chain of issuance of rights along the multi-tier distribution value chain, where one needs to verify if an upper-stream issuer has proper rights to issue rights for a down-stream issuer or end-user. The MPEG REL supports it with the license signature element.

5.5. Rights Delegation and Revocation

DRM systems are dynamical systems, in terms of principals, rights, resources, and conditions involved, as they may change over times. One user may want to allow another user or a device to exercise a right on his behalf, but does not allow passing the same right further to others. This raises the issue of rights delegation and control along a delegation path. In other cases, a former user may not be with a DRM system any more (due to reasons like leaving a company, canceling a subscription, or changing identity), and any rights issued to that user need to be revoked (even before the rights are expired). Developing effective and efficient mechanisms for rights delegation and revocation has been an interesting technical problem. The MPEG REL provides several elements like revocable resource, revoke right, and delegationControl and revocationFresshness elements for supporting these features.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An REL is a key component of DRM systems. Developing a functional and practical REL needs to be guided by a number of design principles, and to resolve many technical issues. The two existing standard RELs, one from MPEG and other from OMA, represent the outcomes of two approaches in system architecture design: the former being top-down, and the latter bottom-up. Consequently, the MPEG REL is a general-purpose language, whereas the OMA REL is a domain-specific language. In order to meets requirements from a specific application domain, the MPEG REL may need to be profiled and extended (at its extension points). But, in a long run, in terms of enabling the DRM interoperability, the MPEG REL will its advantage in the potential to serve as a common REL to facilitate interoperability among different DRM systems, across different application domains, and along the distribution value chain.
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